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SUN SHIELDS – SUN VISORS

PIPER SUNVISOR CATCHES
Many Piper aircraft have the same problem. The 
sun visor catches lose to stability, because the 
UV effect allows the plastic to become porous. 
These Piper Sunvisor Catches are made from a 
blended poly-plastic with a UV additive that will 
prevent UV corrosion. A set contains two pieces 
with the required plastic rivets. They are available 

in white and black (used in Piper PA-38 Tomahawk). The set for the 
Piper Tomahawk contains two extra rivets.
White ...........................................................P/N 13-04187 ...........$33.85
Black ............................................................P/N 13-04188 ...........$33.85

KENNON COWL PLUGS
Kennon cowl plugs are constructed from red 
Aqualon over 2” thick foam and feature a binding 
around the outer edge of each plug so there is a 
tight seal which fits snugly in the cowl. This lip pre-
vents the plugs from slipping inside the opening. A 
safety strap goes around the prop so if by chance 
you forget to remove the plugs, the prop will remove 

them for you. These cowl plugs install easily and comes with their own 
storage bag. Specify aircraft make, model & year when ordering. Include 
aircraft registration number to be printed on plugs at no extra charge. 
Single engine plugs .....................................P/N 13-14111 .........$150.00

CUSTOM FIT COWL PLUGS
Cowl plugs are tailored to fit popular Cessna 
single engine aircraft.  High visibility yellow closed 
cell foam will not retain moisture.  Printed on one 
side is “Remove Before Starting Engine”, and the 
other is blank for the N number. They are joined 

by a nylon strap with a fluorescent orange “Remove Before Flight” flag.
C-172 (1965+) .............................................P/N 13-02625 ...........$50.80
C-182 (1972.5 - 1989) .................................P/N 13-02630 ...........$46.50
Universal kit w/square inlets (Sqr blocks you cut to fit)
 P/N 13-02645 ...... $49.95/pr

BRUCES INSULATED 
HANGAR BLANKET

Insulated Hangar Blanket, Interior use for 
2-place high wing aircraft.
This item comes in red only.
Protect your airplane’s engine inside a 
cold winter hangar with reasonably priced 
Insulated Hangar Blankets.

Excellent protection against the cold when used indoors with an engine 
warming heat source.
The Original and World’s Finest Aircraft Covers for Airplanes, Jets, 
Helicopters, Gliders and QEC Off-link Jet Engines.
Once the material for each order is cut into its appropriate parts, highly 
trained sewing machine operators meticulously assemble the products 
with durable thread, rivets, and canvas trim.
High Wing, 2 Place ......................................P/N 13-21100 .........$289.95
High Wing, 4 Place ......................................P/N 13-21103 .........$290.00
Low Wing, 2 Place ......................................P/N 13-21102 .........$245.00
Low Wing, 4 Place ......................................P/N 13-21104 .........$290.00

PILOT ARMOR™ GENERAL 
PURPOSE SUNSHADES

This general purpose sunshade provide 
"spot relief" on windows of any size. They 
are easily attached and removed to provide 
sun and glare protection wherever you 
need it. Made of commercial grade exterior 
polyester blended Sun Protection screen 

that has been treated and sealed with a reflective polymer which gives 
the fabric its protective features. It is very durable, will not mildew, or 
fade. Tear and dirt resistant, the fabrics stand up to tough conditions 
and continue to look fresh for years. It is easily maintained with a mild 
detergent or a cockpit “wet-nap”.
• Excellent solar protection-eliminates up to 86% of the sun’s rays, 
excellent thermal reflective features • Ideal compromise between solar 
protection and light transparency • Provides significant external visibility •
For use on the ground or in the air • Will not damage acrylic windows 

Size Part No. Price
9.5”x6” 13-09666 $22.85
11”x6” 13-09665 $35.50
16”x9” 13-09664 $31.65

15”x22” 13-09662 $43.80
16”x16” 13-09663 $38.50

SUNGUARD SLAP
ON SUN VISOR

Sunguard is a transparent polymer, that 
will statically attach to any smooth surface 
(windows in cars, boats, aircraft, RV’s and 
homes). It is available in “olive green” tinted 
shade and absorbs approximately 78% of 
the light spectrum.
6X9..................P/N 13-08666 .............$5.70 
9X12................P/N 13-08667 .............$9.50

BONANZA/BARON 
ADJUSTABLE SUN VISORS
Aerospace construction means they work 
flawlessly, plus they are very adjustable. 
Rotate them up and down, turn to cover the 
side windows and slide them in and out for 
coverage where you want.
 P/N 05-03434 .........$432.00

UNIVERSAL SHADE KIT
Stick it anywhere you need sunlight protection, 
blocking 80 or 90% of light and 90% UV rays! 
Features: The tinted panel is a breathable and 
nearly indestructible. A window shade that is 
perfect for every application.
Specifications: This is the standard universal 
size of 10” X 15.5” 
90% Shade Kit with Bag
 P/N 13-21880 ...........$35.95

UNIVERSAL TINT -
TRAVELING PLANE KIT

This Universal Kit is the perfect choice for every-
one! The shape is a rectangle with rounded 
edges. 10” X 15.5”. It will stick to any window 
that you want to protect yourself from the bright 
sunlight glare, damaging UV rays while blocking 
out heat. Includes Carrying Kit.
 P/N 13-21878 ...........$49.95

FLEXIBLE COCKPIT SUN SHADES
The CRAZEDpilot Sun Shade is a highly portable, 
easy to store, and easy to use for pilots with 
only one hand available for placement. Easily 
conforms to various curvatures of windscreen or 
side windows. A great lowcost investment to save 
your interior and panel, without the expense of 
custom made sunshades!  14.5” x 17” rounded 
oval shape.  Coils/folds to a 6” dia. that can be 
stored in a seat pouch.  Secures to any smooth 

surface (glass, plastic, metal, etc.) with one central suction cup.  Easily 
installed with one hand, and moved quickly.  Package contains TWO 
sun shades and TWO suction cups  Place two sun shades under one 
Sunction cup for extra sun protection! .........P/N 11-13316 .............$7.95

RAM MOUNT DARK GREEN SUN VISORS
The precision laser cut cast acrylic 8”x13” sun 
visor offers ideal blockage of glare while ensur-
ing no obstruction or distortion of view. The dark 
green 50% tint is ideal for blocking sun and glare 
in a variety of applications. The RAM-B-166-326-
VIS-G1U includes a 1” ball and complete suction 
cup mounting kit. The double ball and socket arm 
with a swivel feature in the center makes adjust-

ment simple and effortless. This mount can be easily configured for left 
or right handed use as well as pilot and co-pilot use.
Ball and Suction Cup ...................................P/N 11-13584 ...........$64.99
1”’ Ball Only .................................................P/N 11-14911 ...........$37.49

JUST PLANE
TINT SLAP SHADE 

This is a full Block Off Kit, it is the same 
size as the Universal Kit, made to be put 
anywhere and block the sunlight 100%, 
includes carrying case.
15” X 10.5”
Grey ................P/N 13-22143-2 ........$35.70
Tan ..................P/N 13-22143-1 ........$35.70
Black ...............P/N 13-22143 ...........$35.70
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